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DRAFTING

THE

ARBITRATION

CLAUSE

by Whitmore Gray
Professor of Law
University of Michigan
Providing in the contract for ways to resolve disputes that may
arise presents a substantial challenge to the lawy.,-.
In one sense
this is what h• or she is doing in ·general in contract
drafting--anticipating misunderstandings or problems which experience
indicates are likely to arise, and trying to provide clear answers in
advance. When it comes to drafting a specific clause for the
resolution of further disputes which may arise, however, many lawyers
are at a substantial disadvantage.
The task comes at the end of the
substantive negotiations. The client does not want to focus on <or
draw the other party~s attention to> possible areas where disputes
might arise. Worst of all, the lawyer is probably not as wall
informed about the law in this area as he should be if he is to help
his client make wise choices.
Lawyers who would never take a clause
for a will from a form book without investigating its ramifications
seem to see their way clear to inserting a short, standard arbitration
clause with very little weighing of the consequences.
The other papers prepared by the speakers on our panel have
presented a survey of arbitration law and typical problems which arise
in practice in connection with the use of arbitration. This paper
discusses the lessons that can be drawn from their material for the
lawyer who is trying to draft a dispute resolution clause.
Which_Dimute_Resolution_Technigue? A formal arbitration clause
is only one of many contractual devices which drafters may use to take
care of problems which the parties were unable to resolve at the time
of contracting. A valuation may be left to a designated third party,
or a formula may be worked out to be applied by some expert when the
information becomes available.
For example, a contract might provide
that if a particular processing contract has become "unprofitable" i t
will be terminable by one party, and any dispute every whether it has
become unprofitable at any given time may be left to a third party to
be determined as provided in the contract.
<This clause amd a number
of other examples are included in an appendix to this paper.>
In many cases it may seem appropriate to include clauses designed
to encourage the resolution of disputes through techniques which
lawyers sometimes disparage as non-binding and of little legal
significance. Clauses calling for consultations between the parties
in the event a dispute arises, or for good-faith renegotiation of the
price in the event of market disruptions, may be very desirable. This
type of clause may be phrased in t.,..ms of a condition to the right of
a party to procede to arbitration or litigation, and naay be a useful
complement to the formal arbitration clauses we are discussing here.
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The mast basic question for the drafter to resolve is what methOd
of dispute resolution is best for the various problems which may
arise. Sometimes litigation may be the mast satisfactory. There are a
nWllber of situations whare 'the chance ta recover the full cUKK.ant, er
the chance to usa the full coarcive and remedial scheme of the courts
see11s desirable. Payment abl igatians are sCN1tatifflfls e>uN11pted frCNII
arbitration clauses.
One large importing retailer has adapted a
clause which provides far arbitration of claim1 up to $10,000, but
leaves the major claims ta litigation--this on the theory that the
company is usually right and wants to avoid forced cDf11PrDmises of its
claims.
<This decision appears to reflect a common impression that
arbitrators usually try to reach a camproatise salution--sOMet.hing
which same observers stoutly deny, though hard evidence is scarce an
this point.>
·
As mentioned above, a preliminary question ta ask is whether the
client~s interests are best served by arbitration? S ~ sellers who
rely heavily for protection on clauses excluding liability for
consequential damages or other limitations are skeptical as ta whether
full weight will be accorded them by arbitrators.
Clauses regarding
stacking af insurance coverages have s011etimes been misunderstaod er
misapplied by arbitrators, and the general rule is that arbitrators~
mistakes of fact or law will not be corrected by a court.
This. ,uy be
part of the rationale behind the desire of the company mentioned above
to use litigation far its major disputes, where it felt technical
legal defenses might be more successful.
On the other hand, if your
dispute is likely ta turn an the fBteaning of 11 chicken, •• it seems
unlikely that a Federal judge is in a better position than an
arbitrator to decide the issue.
<Nate that safBte questions, such as
the antitrust implications of the agreement, are non-arbitrable, i.e.
they "ill have to be decided in court no matter what the clause
provides.>

Is this a situation where bath parties should be placed an the
same footing as regards access to arbitration?
~ franchise and
dealer agreements give the franchisee or dealer the right to arbitrate
or sue as he wishes, but restrict the manufacturer or franchisor ta
arbitration as ta claims against the franchisee or dealer.
Some
sellers restrict claims of buyers ta arbitration, but leave themselves
free ta go into court.
(The developing law an ho~ and whether
consumers can be rastrictad ta arbitration is beyond the scape of ~his
paper.>
Shauld_the_Clause_Ccver_All_Diseutes? The neKt question is,
should the clause be phrased in general terms ta caver any problem
between the parties, or Sihould i t be limited to dealing with cllff"'tain
problems in certain ways? If only spfKific problems are singled out
for solution by arbitration, etc., litigation may well result aver
whethmr the prcbllffl which arises falls within the category. Here are
same examples of the advantages and disadvantages of each type of
clause ..
In J.P. Greathouse Steel Erectors v. Blount Brothers Construction
Co .. , 374 F .. 2d 324 (2d Cir .. 1967>, the contract providad that "If any
question of f~ct shall arise under this cantract, ••• either party
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thereto ••Y detland an arbitration •••• • _,en a dispute .v-ase and
8reathouse sued Blount far breach of contract, Blount aaved far an
order •dirac::ting plaintiff ta .proceed forthwith ta arbitrate the
disputes which have arisen under the contract •••• u The court so
ordered. The arbitrators held a hearing and Made an award that
Sreathouse pay Blount $50,000 plus an attorney•• fee, and also pay the
e,cpenses of the arbitration. .T h• arbitrators made no findings of
fact, conclusions of law, . ar 0th.,. explanation of their award. Th•
court denied Graathousa•s .ation to vacate the award, granted Blaunt•s
motion to confirm it, and antered judgment on the award. On appeal,
Judge Edgerton said that it selHH!d clear that the partias did not
intend by the narrow language they used to agree to arbitrate clai,n
for breach of contract which involved questions of law as well as
fact.
Appallee was unsuccessful in convincing the appellate court
that no questions of law were involved, so it held that tha
·
arbitrators had exceeded their authority.
It is precisely ta avoid
this type of liti.g at:ian that the Aalerican Arbitration Association in
its literature does not encourage drafting clauses to cover only
certain it.sues.
There will ba circumstances, however, when it••••• desirable to
provide different fll&ans for resolving dif~arant issuas. For exaf11Ple,
in one of the leading arbitration cases, Robert Lawrence Co. v.
Devonshire Fabrics, Inc., 271 F . 2d 402 (2d Cir. 1959>, all disputes
were to go to arbitration.
However, the clause provided that "if tha
controversy concerns the condition or quality of taerchandise it shall
be referred to the Mutual Adjustment Bureau of the cloth and garaent
trades pursuant to the rules and regulations thereof.
All oth.,..
controversies shall be submitted to the American Arbitration
Association . " The examples ,aentioned above where valuation or the
existence of excusing conditions was to be deterained by a third party
also illustrate this limited rafarance technique. Since these limited
c lauses have sometimes (frequent ly?> provided an excuse for dilatory
liti gation, if this route is chosen every effort should be aade to be
as preci se as possible.
Haw_Huch_Detai l Should th@ Clauae ContAin? The preceding section
shows that a good argument can be made for a comprehensive clause
rather than an• liaited to certain issues. There is very little to be
said for siinplicit:y, however, on the other issue confronting the
drafter, na11ely, whether to make same atten1Pt to adapt: the standard
arbitration mechanism to the needs of the particular contractual
situation. While a standard short clause, • All disputes Wlder this .
agreement are to be resolved by arbitration," ••Y be better than
nothing, a conscientious attorney would rarely ba willing ta stop
there. Within the limits of his client's ability to pay far good
legal work, there are tA&ny things that should be considered. AlftlOSt
always the attorney knows or can find out enough about the circuestances to make 1IDftMI customization of the clause advisable.
What
follows is a survey of matters which experienced drafters of
arbitration clauses have felt should or could in SIOfflEt situations be
the subject of special provisions, and some ill ustrations of the gist
of provisions which have bean used.
A variety of illustrative clauses
are included in an appendix, but the purpose of this paper is not to
provide models.
l't is to raise questions for consideration and to
challenge the attorney to go beyond the standard clause in planning
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far dispute raaalution.
Qigg1!ng__m_!natAtut!.2QAl_fgcy@LAQQ_fty!wmL While -..ny
arbitrations are conducted cOMpletely ad hoc, there are definit•
advant..auJam to choosing ·a n institutional sponsor. The Americm1
Arbitration Association, for •~anipla, far a relatively naod . .t f-,
provides not. only a nWllber of sets af rules for a variety of
contracting situations <construction, general cotM1ercial,
international, etc.>, but also providas clerk-of-ccurt type servicas.
Appointment of the arbitrator-, arrangements for co,npensation,
scheduling of hearings, etc., are handled through the Assac:iation.
Unfortunately, there is no single obvious equivalent an the
international scene. The International Chamber of Ca.aerce •ay · be the
•ot1t ca.manly referrad to in contract clauses, but this reference is
often not based on cauch kncwledge of the institution's practices.
Hany international practitioners are critical of the high fees, the
techniques for selecting arbitrators, and the adMinistrativ• methods
and lack of services of the ICC. Hany would prefer the London Court
of Arbitration, t he Stockholm or Zurich Chambers of Coninierca, or an ad
hoc arbitration, to one administered by .the ICC.
These alternatives to the ICC and its Rules have become IIIDt"'a
viable since the promulgation of new arbitration rules drafted by the
United Nations Contmission for International Trade. The UNCITRAL Rules
are widely regarded as very satisfactory, and have the added

attraction of having been drafted with the participation of Third
World countries. They can be combi ned with home-and-home
institutional arrangements, for a nunaber of agencies have now
expressed their willingness to administer arbitrations using these
rules. In the past, a foreign party Might have been reluctant to
agree to AAA Rules and administration in the U.S. Now, for example,
in a U.S.-J.apan contract, parti es could agree to arbitr ate "in the
country of the defendant," i.e. under the auspices of the AAA in the
U., G~ or of the Japan Arbitration Assoc:iation in Japan, "using the
W-~C I TRAL Rules. 11
Note that this kind of arrangement requires the lawyer to inform
himself in av•ry case as to the willingness of the named institutians
to use the rules--or o f the compatibility of any set of rules for an
ad hoc arbitration with the law of the particular country chosen.
If
you decide just to choose a country or city, e.g. London, without
specifying any sat of rules, so that the general arbitration law of
the country will govern, careful research is advised . Some countries
may have restrictions an the arbitrators that can be used, or, as in
the case of London , sOffla provisions of the law which must be
specifically taken into account. in drafting the original clause in
order to achieve the most satisfactory result .

QJ2i~@_Qf_0!::bitc~t91:.:s~ As with most of the other issues dealt
with below, the starting paint in drafting is to consult the set of
rules (and the practices of the institution) chosen, and see "'1ether
there are changes or additions it would be desirable to make in
connec tion with the particul ar s ituation. Far exampl e, i t may seem
desirable to have only one arbitrator--for reasons of cast or
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scheduling difficulties, or it may seem desirable to specify a c..-tain
technical background.
(Fm- exiUIIIPl ■, a cOfflfflDn shipping clause says
that the arbitr111a.tars must be "camfMl!rcial men. 11 > Nationality may seam
inopartant, or fluency in a particular language, mich may obviate the
need far expensive translation of d«x:::u1Hmts.
It may seem desirable to
provide far mat will happen if an arbitrator dies or resigns in
mid-stream. For example, a provision might be included to the affect
that the new arbitrator shall decide whether to rehear the evidence
presented so far or to proceed using the record.
If there is no such
provision, one party may see an advantage in not agreeing to this at
the time the problem arises, and as a result, ftlDnths of hearings may
have to be repeated at great cost. Sometimes a clause is used
requiring the purchase of insurance at the commencement of the
arbitration to cover the kinds of costs that this kind of problGffll
could cause.
In some types of contract, consideration should be given to
designating in the agreement a specific arbitrator or list of persons
from whom the selection is to be made.
They can be interviewed as to
suitability, availability, willingness to serve for a particular fee,
etc.
This device has become common in labor collective bargaining
agreements, and could well be carried over into major construction
contracts, shipbuilding, etc.,
i.e. areas where disputes are vw-y
likely to arise.
It has bean used in a nl.ffl&ber of agreements resolving
disputes about patents or kno~how, as in the !BM decree set out in
the Appendix ..
Procedural_Provisions. While many of the sets of arbitration
rules, such as those of the AAA, are quite comprehensive, experience
has shown that sa«E ftlDdification or supplementation is often
desirable.
For example, it is usually desirable to select the locale
for the arbitration--even though this ~ay be changed by agreement a~
the parties later. A clause providing for a claiffi to be arbitrated
where the defendant is located is common, but this o-ften depends an
each party~s bargaining strength.
In an international arbitration, it is desirable also to name the
language to be used. This may save thousands of dollars which 11mUld
have to be spent in the translation of documents, transcripts, etc.
Remember, however, that the choice of forum and language should be
co-ordinated with the choice-of-arbitrator provisions discussed above.
What if the other party re.fuses to participate in the arbitration
proceedings? Unless the rules chosen make clear provision for fair ex
parte proceedings, it is advisable to agree in the clause that the
arbitration may go ahead without the notified but recalcitrant party.
This is because a number of courts, when called upon to enforce awards
handed down after proceedings in which one of the partiiffl failed or
refused to participate, have insisted on a showing that there was prior
agreement permitting such proceedings, or agreement on rules which
clearly and fairly provide for them.
Counsel should consider whether it would be desirable or
undesirable to have an arbitration arising from this contract
consolidated with one under another contract. For example, in a
typical construction dispute, the homeowner is often faced with

separate praceedings in trying to aU.ocate blame b e t ~ his architect
and his builder, and would prefer consolidation.
The archit~t, ·would
nat--and the standard AIA form says that consolidation can accW"" only
with the architectps consent.
<One state has adapted a statute which
invalidates such a clause, however.>
The best guidance for a court
called on to decide whether or not ta order consolidation (though only
sOfle will consider ordering this at all, absent agreement> is a clear
contractual provision.
Other preliminary measures which might be usefully ordered by the
arbitrator may only be possible if authorized by agreement of the
parties.
For example, in some cases an order to continue construction
or to continue to supply a dealer pending the m.atccme of the full
hearings may be desirable, or preliminary measures to preserve assets
may be called for.
Prior agreement that the arbitrators can hand down
a partial award to that effect, and that i t can b~ ifflmediately
enforced, may be desirablea
(Of course, obligatory language regarding
continuation of performance during dispute resolution may be included
in the body of the contract as well, but if arbitration is the only
recourse allowed, a provision authorizing enforcement by the
arbitrator may be necessary to get effective relief.>
One of the advantages often mentioned in discussions of
arbitration is the economy and efficiency resulting from a less formal
approach to questions of evidence. Many of the arbitration rules say
that the arbitrator is to decide the weight to be given to any
particular item of proof, but they also sometimes say that he is to
hear all the "relevant" evidence,, so there are grounds for arguments
about what is "admissible." Even without such a provision, however,
there is a tendency for experienced litigators, when they appear in an
arbitration, to bring with them arguments about, for example, the
inadmissability of hearsay--not just arguments pointing out that such
evidence may be less reliable than other evidence.
Some lawyers feel
so strongly about this that they put into the arbitration clause a
provi!iil',ion for following "the rules of evidence," or as I recently saw,
"the Federal Rules of Evidence .. " While this may seem comforting to
the litigator, it may be extremely difficult for an arbitrator chosen
because of his knowledge of cOfflffiercial practices or contract law to
make these evidentiary rulings--and what is worse, mistaken rulings
may be advanced as grounds for resisting enforcement of the award.
While courts are very reluctant to review substantive errors of
arbitrators, improper exclusion of evidence is one of the procedural
grounds on which courts have be~n willing to second-gue~s them.
A very liberal reaffirmation in the clause of the approach taken by
most of the rules, i.e. the broad discretion of the arbitrator
regarding receipt and evaluation of evidence might be a good idea.
Any attempt to impose specific rules regarding evidence which must be
administered by the arbitrator would seem undesirable in almost all
cases ..
Experienced litigators are often frustrated by the general
unavailability of discovery in connection with arbitration
proceedingss While the simplification which results saves time and
expense, preparation for the hearings may be difficult.
Provisions
for some kind of discovery are sometimes put into arbitration clauses.
For example, it might at least be desirable to provide for an exchange
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in advance of the first hearing of all documents to be relied on by
each party.
Beyond that, it might be desirable to impose by the·
clause an obligation to respond to reasonable requests for documents
the other party feels are necessary to prepare his case.
In the labor
field, for example, clauses sometimes provide that a party may demand
a reasonable number of employment files of employees similarly
situated in order to get CDfflparative data to use in presenting his CMr1
case, and a licensee or a franchisee in a commercial case might have a
similar need. Beyond this, the clause might provide for taking the
deposition of one or two key employees as an aid to preparation.
If
arbitration is to be really efficient, some minimal provisions to this
effect may be almost necessary.
Consideration should be given to whether the parties want to
provide in the clause for a reasoned award from the arbitrator. Some
rules (such as the AAA> do not require this in commercial cases,
reasoning that the less said, the fewer the grounds for attacking the
award.

~g~ia~ The question of arbitrators• fees is dealt with in only a
few of the rules.
AAA rules and practices still do not provide for
compensation for commercial arbitrators in all cases, but the AAA
serves as intermediary for working out compensation where it is to be
given. The ICC rules set the fees as a percentage of the amount in
dispute, subject to administrative--not party--adjustment.
In many
other situations the question of compensation can be awk~ard, and
provisions regarding compensation are sometimes included in an
arbitration clause or submission agreement (i.e. an agreement to
submit an existing dispute to arbitration>.
For example, if the
arbitrators are to be attorneys, compensation may be at the attorney~s
regular hourly rate, but the compensation for salaried persons who may
serve is not so easy to describe in a formula.
While most of the arbitration rules contain some provision
allowing the arbitrator to assess costs, it is not always clear
whether this includes counsel fees.
Substantial variation is possible
here--from an even split of arbitration costs without regard to who
wins, to a full award against the loser of all fees, arbitrator costs,
and counsel fees of the winner. One clause seen recently tried to
keep the arbitration open so that a supplementary award could be made
for the costs of enforcing the award! Perhaps the parties could
accomplish this by contractually agreeing that the court which
enforces the award can make an award of such costs as part of its
judgment.
Choice_of_law. There are some special considerations regarding
choice of law in contracts containing arbitration clauses. Does a
clause saying that the contract "shall be governed by the law of New
York" mean that New York law controls the validity of the arbitration
clause, the procedure to be followed in the arbitration, the
substantive rules to be used by the arbitrators in making their
determinations, and the enforceability of the award? Almost certainly
not--or not without a good deal of argument.
What if the contract was
signed in New York, performable in three southern states, and provides
for arbitration in Miami <or Zurich)? What if the award must be
enforced against the assets of the licensor in Montana <or Brazil)?
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If you want to provide in the contract answers to the resulting
conflicts questions, more precision is probably required.
If interstate commerce in involved, the making, validity and
interpretation of the clause will be determined according to
Federal law.
<Not all courts were clear on this prior to Southland
v. Keating, 104 S.Ct. 852 <1984>.> The law which will govern the
arbitration procedures, however, is very likely to be that of the place
of arbitration, except as it is displaced (and allows itself to be
displaced) by the rules chosen.
Information as ta this law is
therefore indispensable before choosing the locale of the arbitration.
As to the substantive law, by using the quoted language did the
parties intend to tell the arbitrators to use New York substantive law
or to follow New York conflicts rules--i.e. in an appropriate case to
apply Montana law, just as a New Yark court would? Assuming tha the
lawyer drafts carefully to make it clear that it is New York
substantive law which is to be applied, is that always a good idea if
the agreement provides for arbitration abroad? Is it likely that the
foreign arbitrators in Stockholm or Zurich will do a predictable, good
job of applying New York substantive contract doctrine? On the other
hand, can you advise your client adequately as to the ramifications of
choosing Swedish substantive law--a common choice? One attractive
compromise in some foreign contracts, particularly those with Third
World countries, would be to elect as governing rules of substance the
new UNCITRAL sales law.
Finally, as to enforcement, the law of the place where
enforcement is sought inevitably controls the results therem
Hopefully that country has adhered to the New York Convention on the
Enforcement of Arbitral Awards, as the U.S. (U.s.c. Sec. 201 et seq.>
and many major commercial countries have done, so that familiar
standards will be applied.
However, since Article V, Par. 2(b) of
the Convention allows a court to refuse enforcement if such
enforcement would be contrary to the public policy of the enforcing
country, only specific knowledge of that country~s view as to what
provision in an award would contravene public policy would provided a
full answer.
You may find that that country only enforces awards
where its nationals sat as arbitrators, or only awards handed down by
an odd number of arbitrators, etc.
CONCLUSION
There will continue to be contracts where a short standard clause
is used to provide for arbitration.
If it includes a choice of
institution, or at least adequate rules, the exposure to problems with
the arbitration are minimized to a considerable extent.
Domestic
contracts which provide for AAA arbitration place the disputes in good
hands.
In international contracts, a happy compromise for Americans
would be UNCITRAL rules with the AAA as the appointing and
administering agency under a home-and-home clause, thereby providing
for good administration if the American party is sued, and in all
cases, application of rules which have international acceptance.
For most contracts, however, as lawyers learn more about
arbitration they will see the desirability of drafting more
individualized clauses.
In fact, as they learn more about dispute
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resolution techniques, they will probably often incorporate the
arbitration provision into a more elaborate clause designed to
encourage initially settlement of differences short of arbitration.
In an appendix to this paper* are a number of clauses which show
some of the more standard arbitration clauses, as well as some
original solutions.
In a survey of the clauses which were involved in
approximately one thousand litigated cases, the number of
individualized clauses was rather small. This may be because many of
the cases come from particular areas of commercial activity, such as
shipping, where standardized clauses and special institutionalized
arbitration are common.
It may also be that contracts containing
individualized clauses were more successful in avoiding litigation
about the arbitration--which is, of course, at least an important
secondary goal if voluntary resolution of the dispute cannot be
achieved.

*The appendix will be distributed at the session at which the papers
are presented.
Additional copies of the paper or the appendix are
available from the author at 333 Hutchins Hall, Ann Arbor, MI 48109.

